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ABSTRACT
The HetNOS network operating system is a set of software layers laid over "native" operating
systems to provide a distributed programming platform. The environment is composed of the HetNOS
shell command language and the system calls interface (accessed through a procedure library). In both
levels of interaction with users, the set of machines integrated by HetNOS are seen as a distributed virtual
machine.
The HetNOS command interpreter, namely hsh, implements most functions present in more
traditional command interpreters. It is possible to spawn, monitor, and terminate processes in any host in
the network like in the local case. The HetNOS distributed kernel uses a symbolic, global, location independent, process identification scheme. Distributed applications are split into sequential processes, which
interact with each other by message exchange. There are neither connections nor ports, being the communication mechanism strongly influenced by the process identification scheme. This paper briefly describes the HetNOS software organization, presents the HetNOS environment for distributed programming, and then compares HetNOS with related work.

1. INTRODUCTION

A language may explicitly or implicitly present parallelism and distribution. In the implicit
model, parallelism is usually detected by a special
compiler. In the explicit model, the language
offers constructs that allow programmers to convert a problem specification into a parallel or
distributed program. Examples of languages with
explicit parallelism are SR [AND93] and NIL
[STR83].

There have been two main alternatives to develop distributed applications. The first one is to
use distributed programming languages, which
can be roughly divided into two categories: distributed logical address space languages and
shared logical address space languages
[BAL89]. The other alternative is to expand a
familiar language (e.g., C) with network primitives for remote process communication and remote process creation.

Although a more natural form of expressing
parallel algorithms, distributed languages do not
seem to be widely accepted yet. This happens
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code to be integrated; and (c) the ease of application development due to the familiar environment
and primitives simplicity.

probably more due to cultural rather than to
technical reasons, as users often refuse to leam a
new language. The investment required to train
personnel is the main drawback of this option.

First we show the intemal HetNOS architecture. Then, we describe the programming principles in HetNOS, covering communication paradigm and process management, with examples of
typical primitives. After that, we present the environment available to application programmers.
Finally, we compare HetNOS with related systems, such as PVM [GEI90b] and p4 [BUT92].

The other possibility is to use a conventional
language extended with a network Application
Program Interface (API), that is, a library of network primitives for remote process communication, such as sockets and TLI (Transport Layer
Interface) [STE90]. The programmer continues to
use Iris or her familiar language, just having to
leam some new functions, as the syntax and semantics of the language are preserved. Another
advantage of this approach is its superior performance, because these primitives are closely
related to the underlying operating system, indeed being usually provided with it.

2. SYSTEM MODEL
HetNOS can be classified as a network operating system for two reasons: for being a set of
software layers laid over a set of native operating

However, these API's are not very userfriendly, because they oblige the user to deal with
low-level details, such as communication protocols and complex data structures (filled, e.g., with
machine addresses and port numbers). In addition, users must identify the location of multiple
processes in the network, and open several remote sessions to monitor their execution, frequently facing problems to debug distributed
applications.

systems [GEI90a], and because of the limited
transparency degree offered to users [TAN85]. It
should be noted, however, that HetNOS is not
intended to act like a complete operating system.
The native operating systems are not replaced by
a new integrated one. Heterogeneity is (mildly)
present in HetNOS as it allows cooperative processing among a diverse set of machines and, to
some extent, operating systems.
The structure of a HetNOS node, illustrated in
Figure 1, is divided into hierarchical layers. Each
layer is composed of one or more modules, and
each module is implemented as an independent
heavy-weight process. Interprocess communication (IPC) is achieved by sending data through
communication channels. This structured organization is more generic and portable, considering
that it restricts the interaction between modules to
their specified interfaces. However, if structuring
makes the system more manageable and increases
its portability, it also affects the overall system
performance. Even in the local IPC, in the current
version all user processes interact exclusively by
message exchange, not sharing variables in
physical memory.

This work describes the main aspects of the
HetNOS programming interface, as well as the
principles of the system architecture. The purpose
of HetNOS is to be an intermediate approach
between the simplicity and performance of libraries and the abstraction exclusive of distributed
languages, being an evolution of the former approach. HetNOS is based on a distributed kernel
and a set of system servers, which offer network
services for user programs through a class of
high-level functions. The advantages of the environment include: (a) dynamic cooperation between tasks of different applications (which do
not have to be started at the same time); (b) absence of pre-compiled or automatically generated
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We will now briefly
discuss each layer and
module in the HetNOS
architecture.

2.1 Unix Kernel
The first layer is
composed of centralized
Unix operating systems
[BAC86, LEF89] for
common hardware platforms. Such systems
provide basic services to
their users, like local
process
management,
exception handling, and
I/O operations. Most
hardware details are
hidden in this layer.

Figure I - layered local structure of a H e t N O S node

2.2 Distributed Computing Layer,
DCL
DCL is the distributed HetNOS kernel. It
plays a fundamental role, implementing the distributed process abstraction (DCL hides process
location from the higher layers). The main tasks
assigned to DCL are:
• global, location-transparent, process identification scheme (also referred as naming

scheme);
• interprocess communication mechanisms;
• distributed process management mechanisms;
• part of the security scheme (in cooperation
with a server);
• dynamic and distributed network reconfiguration, covering ordinary node inclusion and exclusion, as well as failures in
node or communication channels (along
with other "specialized server").

2.3 Distributed System Servers
This layer implements higher-level services
not found in DCL, thus complementing its functionality. There are four main distributed servers:
(a) Name Server; (b) File Server; (c) Authorization Server, and (d) Type Server.
The Name Server (NS) acts Like a generic
global data repository, and was inspired in Linda
[CAR89]. The information unit is the tuple,
whose size and format are quite flexible. The
interface consists of only four operations: inserting tuple, reading tuple, removing tuple, and
modifying tuple. They correspond to the following primitives: ns__put(), ns__read(), ns_.qet() and
ns_change(). The four primitives preserve mutual
exclusion - in the case of conflicting operations,
only one will succeed. The change operation was
added (in relation to Linda) to cover the onewriter-and-multiple-readers applications.
Despite the scame number of primitives, they
are powerful enough to write 'logically centralized software with distributed hardware' applications [AND91]. Other HetNOS system servers
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The Type Server
(TS) performs copy
ns_put ( " t a skQ', desc rl p )
2
operations
of multiple
1
instances of data
structures
between
processes executing
3
in machines with
4'
possibly incompatible
ns_change('R_status', status)
architectures.
The
ns_read('R_status', &status)
data types are defined
through a special data
4
description language,
ns_read('R_status', &status)
whose fundamental
units are the types
F i g u r e 2 - Name Server tuple space
seen in the C lanmay, but do not have to, use NS services. In fact,
guage. The data being transferred is converted to
currently, two servers have their implementations
a canonical type representation adopted by TS,
simplified by Name Server system caUs. In the
and later, converted back in the target machine.
example of Figure 2, P, Q, and R are processes
The File Server (FS), whose role and design
that may reside at different nodes. The tuple
are still under consideration, is responsible for the
space is represented by the shaded area. First of
extension of the native file systems. It is aimed at
all, (1) Q inserts a tuple. Then, (2) the tuple is
integrating distinct remote file systems into a
read and removed by R, which then (3) changes a
single global file system. FS should provide actuple in the space containing its own status. (4)
cess to typed files (much like Saguaro [AND87])
This latter tuple is concurrently read by P and Q.
in a transparent manner. A replicated multiverThe Authorization Server (AS), along with
sion file service is being designed [PED94].
DCL, controls the access to system resources.
Checking user process permissions is one of the
2.4 Distributed Applications
main AS responsibilities. These permissions are
HetNOS distributed applications are programs
assigned by a privileged user, the HetNOS syscomposed of multiple sequential processes comtem administrator. The authorization scheme is
municating via explicit message passing. As
based on the native operating system protection
previously mentioned, new processes are created
mechanisms (like DACNOS [GEI 90a]). To be
by HetNOS primitives, which are similar to those
able to access HetNOS services, a user process
found in Unix. Most Unix system calls can stiU
must have been created with HetNOS primitives
be
used without problems, as all HetNOS proc(instead of the native Unix fork() system call).
esses are implemented as Unix processes.
The Authorization Server does the accounting of
system resources, offering statistical information
Some distributed applications have been imabout their use. In addition, AS also maintains
plemented, such as fractal generation, Byzantine
static information about users (e.g., complete
generals agreement, matrix multiplication,
queens, and merge sort.
name), as well as miscellaneous information like
date, time and local of user last login.
ns_get('taskQ', &descrl p)
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2.5 Global Organization
HetNOS global organization fits the integrated model [GOS92], and is similar to the
structure typically found in distributed operating
systems [TAN85]. Each HetNOS node runs a
fully functional instance of the HetNOS operating
system code. Each system module shown in
Figure 1 interacts with its remote counterparts to
provide upper layers with a coherent service in
all machines. The resulting global organization is
exemplified in Figure 3.
The original organization of HetNOS was a
logical ring. To improve its performance and

servers, while NS provides higher-level services
accessed by both users and system modules.
In the current implementation, both the BS
and IS run as centralized servers. To improve
system reliability and scalability, we plan to implement distributed versions of both servers. Although using two centralized servers is certainly
less elegant than using a fully-distributed model,
in our case it was worthwhile due to performance
gain. As can be drawn from Figure 3, all nodes
(more specifically, the instances of DCL) are
directly connected to these two servers.

The logical ring topology of HetNOS placed a
too heavy burden on IPC performance. A non-local message was
transmitted node by node up to its
~::::~, destination, and thereafter the mesi~:~:........
~
sage header would complete the
round. To make IPC efficient a
"fully-connected" scheme has been
designed, and a first implementatit.
tion added to the distributed kernel.
This "fully connected" model is
implemented using the UDP protocol (which does not employ transport-level connections). Messages
can go directly from one host to
another, without intermediate transfers. A hint scheme was used to
learn process location, based on
F i g u r e 3 - E x a m p l e o f global H e t N O S structure
information firstly provided by the
IS.
reliability, several changes have been made. The
i

first major improvement regards network control
- the inclusion of a Boot Server (BS) to monitor
the ring. It allows super users to get updated information on the network (including the workloads) and change its configuration on-the-fly.

To join the ring, a new node first connects to
BS and asks it permission to enter. Once granted,
it is assigned a "left neighbor" to be contacted.
BS interacts with the hosts involved, coordinating the operation. The DCL of the new node
loads some global data from its left neighbor and
begins the server initialization phase. Servers are
started sequentially, in a pre-defined order, as a
server may be implemented using services of

The second major change was the inclusion of
an Identification Server (IS). The role of IS is
similar to a traditional Name Server, i.e., to identify and control object location. IS provides lowlevel services exclusively to DCL and system
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when there are lots of asynchronous interactions
between multiple processes.

another server. At the end, BS broadcasts the new
network configuration to all nodes.

HetNOS adopts the message exchange paradigrn, due to its flexibility and performance. It is
possible to implement the two other paradigms
using messages. Although being a relative lowlevel mechanism, this disadvantage is attenuated
in HetNOS. It is not necessary to deal with the
low-level aspects of communication (ports, protocols, locating and connecting to other hosts and
processes). The naming scheme can be simple
(e.g., static) or more complex (e.g., dynamic),
depending on user needs and the complexity of
the application. The goal is to achieve eventually
the highest possible level of abstraction using the
simple message exchange primitives.

3. P R O G R A M M I N G M O D E L
3.1 Messages as Communication
Paradigm
One of the key aspects in the design of a distributed application is the interprocess communication. Among the most famous models, we can
identify, in an ascending order of abstraction:
message passing (MP), remote procedure call
(RPC), and distributed shared memory (DSM).
As a general rule, we can say that the greater the
abstraction and sophistication, the poorer the
system performance (although there have been
improvements on DSM performance [ZHO92]).
All these three options have their pros and cons
lAND91, BAL89, GOS92, SIN94, ZHO92], and
there is no agreement on which paradigm is the
best one. This analysis is beyond the scope of this
work.

HetNOS offers the flexibility not found on
RPC, and frees the user from the job of managing
message exchange that is associated to sockets or
TLI. Processes send and receive messages using
their identification, which is unique across the
network. The target of a message is designated
only by the name of one or more processes, regardless of their location.

One can interconnect Unix systems using a
network API. The main problem with this approach is the need to handle host addresses,
communication ports, etc. When using Unix
sockets or TLI interfaces, one must choose the
communication protocol, such as TCP and UDP
[STE90]. TCP makes users deal with connections
between processes, offering a reliable stream of
bytes. UDP, on its turn, is message oriented but
not reliable. With UDP, some messages may be
lost, message contents may be corrupted, and
message order is not guaranteed. This may force
the user to implement his or her own verification
mechanism.

All HetNOS primitives are reliable, but this
does not imply the loss of message boundaries.
An implementation of non reliable primitives is
planned for performance purposes.
To simplify communication primitives, standard messages in HetNOS are not structured data
types. Messages are "variable-sized packets containing a sequence of bytes ended by a null character" (a string in C). There are two possibilities
to transmit data:
• formatting, sending and receiving a string
with ASCII representations for all data types,
using variable number of arguments routines,
asin printf('~d %s", i, s);

Remote procedure call (e.g., Sun RPC/XDR
[SUN90]) is a higher level IPC altemative. It is
well suited to client-sewer applications, but it is
not adequate for highly parallel applications,

• using special primitives to send and receive
the message bytes unaltered (leaving to the
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function the task of doing a byte-stuffing of
the null characte0.

Process identification is global to the network
and location independent. For example, when a
process executes the system call h_kill("proc")
it does not have to know where the process
"proc" resides. HetNOS searches the process and
removes it just as it would be done in the local

In general, the use of strings as messages resuits in greater simplicity and flexibility, compensating for the loss of performance this method
incurs.

case.

3.2 Process Management

A location indicator suffix is appended to the
process name when it is necessary to explicitly
identify the host where a process is being executed. This suffix is composed by the sign '@'
and the name of the host (e.g., "proc@host"
identifies the process "proc" at host "host"),
Usually, only the system modules may need to
employ such suffix (for instance, to address a
specific instance of a server).

Another crucial aspect related to distributed
programming is process management. For example, when using sockets, TLI or RPC, processes are created using primitives like rexec().
The target machine must be specified, and the
execution environment will be that of the remote
machine, including name of the executable file,
data files, search path, etc. The call is extremely
inconvenient from a security point of view, considering that the user should usually either supply
the password into the source code or prepare a
configuration file containing the password. The
user should also consider additional connections
for both I/O and signal redirectioning.

The global identification scheme allows
communication between different applications, of
different users, and in different machines. Con,
sidering that users are able to assign names to
their processes, there could be name interference
between identifiers of different users. Besides,
there are names that are good candidates to identify processes of a distributed application, namely
"server", "client", "coordinator", "calculator",
"master", "slave", and so on. To solve this problem, the process name space is split in userdomains. The naming scheme uses an owner
identifier suffix, which is an optional element
(when omitted, names will refer to the user's own
processes). The syntax is "procname#username",
where '#' means ownership.

In HetNOS, processes are created, listed, synchronized and removed considering the network
of nodes as a "virtual machine". These operations
follow the Unix philosophy, however in a simplified and distributed manner. When a process is
created locally or in a remote host, it inherits all
the important HetNOS and Unix attributes from
the parent. The list includes associated tty, user
identification, group identification, environment
variables (e.g., path), etc.

To illustrate, suppose a process named "wall"
of a user named "floyd". To processes of user
"floyd", the identifiers "wall" and "wall#floyd"
refer to the same process. All other users may
refer to this process using "wall#floyd". There are
a few reserved names, corresponding to the
names of HetNOS modules ("DCL", "FS", "NS",
"TS", "AS", "BS", and "IS"), as well as "ANY"
and "HetNOS". HetNOS does not allow users to

Process identification plays a very important
role in the implementation of distributed applications. In HetNOS, processes are identified with
n a m e s , instead of integers. Names are labels,
defined as a sequence of characters belonging to a
subset of the ASCII code 1 . When users create a
new process, they choose a name for it ("the baptism").
1

'A'..'Z', 'a'..'z', '0'..'9', ' ' and '-'
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baptize their processes with one of these reserved
names.

message, while in the latter, copies of the message are buffered in the target hosts and the
sender may go on.

4. P R I M I T I V E S
Most arguments in the HetNOS interface are
strings. Users might use C functions like
spri ntf( ) to set up more elaborated strings, when
passing process names or messages as parameters. To help users, a whole set of HetNOS
primitives was created to support calls with variable number of arguments. All functions that
accept strings as parameters have their "_v"
equivalent primitive. Similar to sprintf(), these
system calls take first a format-description string,
and then, according to such description, take a
variable number of parameters to build the expected string argument.

4.1 IPC Primitives
In HetNOS there are several options of message passing primitives, most of them variations
of the basic send~receive pair. All send primitives
are reliably blocking, as the control is returned to
the user only when an acknowledgment is received, indicating that the message has safely
reached the destination host(s).
Regarding message sending, there are syn-

chronous and asynchronous primitives. In the
synchronous send, the source process is blocked
until the message is read by the receiving process. In the asynchronous send, the source is freed
even if the receiver is not ready to read the message (message is stored in a buffer in the destination host). There is also an unbuffered asynchronous send primitive: when the receiver is not
ready to read the message, it is discarded (the
message is not buffered) and an error code is
returned to the sender. In the multi-point send the
same message is sent to multiple process. There
are synchronous and asynchronous variants of
this primitive. In the former case, the sender is
unblocked only when all targets have read the

Regarding message receiving, there are only

synchronous primitives. They can be blocking,
nonblocking or multi-point. The blocking receive
suspends process execution until an acceptable
message is available. The nonblocking receive
does not suspend the process, returning immediately either with a message read, or an error code
indicating that the receiver would block. In the
multi-point receive (also called select), the receiver provides a process list, returning when the
first message from one of these processes is
available.
Finally, there is a pair of primitives dedicated
to asynchronous transmissions of arrays of bytes,
such as bitmaps. When processes are in homogeneous nodes, these primitives can also be used to
send and receive data structures or program files.
A process may invoke the system calls
h_send() or h_sync__send() to send data through
a message (asynchronous or synchronous, respectively), such as:

h_sync_send(calcname, "I et's sync") ;
h_send("tal k_sv", "user connection request") ;
Additionally, a process can use one of the
variable argument primitives to send an asynchronous message:

h_send_v(calcname, "(%(I, %d) factor-%f",
x, y, 1.5);
To receive a message, a process may execute
the h_receive( ) primitive, providing the name of
a source process ('ANY" can be used to designate
acceptance from any process). The message sent
in the previous example can be received as follows:

h_receive_v("ANY",'~,s: (%d, %d) factor-%f",
&s[O], &z, &w, &f);
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In all cases, the sender name can be safely
obtained from the message itself, as HetNOS
always inserts the name of the sender in the beginning of the message (along with a colon and a
blank space). In the above example, the sender
name is stored in the array of characters "s".
In some cases, it is more efficient or even necessary to use multi-point communication. In
HetNOS, a process may send a message to a set
of targets with a call like the following:

h_multi_send("P1 P2 P3", "to all of you");
A process willing to accept a message from
one of the processes named "PI", "P2" or "P3"
can use the h_multi_receive() system call, such
as:
h_multi_receive("P1 P2 P3", &message[0]);
Arrays of bytes can be sent and received with,
for example:
h_send_bytes ("PI", &data_art[0],
si zeof(data_a rr) );
h_receive_bytes(source, &rec_arr[0],
si zeof(rec_a rr) ) ;
The last argument of h_send_bytes() is the
number of bytes to be sent. The last argument of
h_receive_bytes() is the maximum number of
bytes the receiver wishes to accept.

running HetNOS. There is location transparency
for all available process management primitives,
as users do not have to bother about the location
where processes are or wiU be created. However,
HetNOS is a network operating system, and
therefore it cannot access native operating system
kernel tables, limiting to some extent the process
management operations. As an example, there is
not a process migration mechanism available.
The primitive for process creation by image
duplication is h_fork(). Duplication is always
local, as there is no migration capability. Ideally,
processes should be created on lightly loaded
machines.
In Unix, a fork() is frequently followed by an
exec(), as this is the method to start a different
program from another one. HetNOS offers three
primitives for both creation and execution (fork +
exec) of a program: h 1oc exec() locally creates
and executes a process; h rem exec() creates and
executes a process in a specific host; and
h_exec() creates and executes a process in a host
chosen by a load balancing policy. In the following example, a process starts a new child process
(named "child") to execute the program
"program" with arguments "argl", "arg2", and
"arg3":

h_exec("child", "program argl arg2 arg3");

4.2 Process Management Primitives
In the HetNOS programming model, applications should be partitioned in multiple processes,
which wiU be distributed across the network.
Process creation in Unix is based on two main
primitives: fork(), which "duplicates" a process
into a "parent" and a "child"; and exec(), that
substitutes the current process image for another
image [BAC86]. In this scheme, processes are
always created locally.
As already mentioned, HetNOS "extends" the
Unix process scheme. Users can make use of a
"virtual machine" composed of several nodes

As regards synchronization, a process may
rendezvous with another process in two ways.
Synchronization by means of messages can be
achieved with the call h_wait_read(), which
blocks the caller until all its messages have been
read by a given receiving process. Altematively,
a process may issue a h_wait() call to wait for the
death of another process (not necessarily one of
its children).
Processes can be removed from the system at
any time using the h_kill () primitive. Its behavior is not the same of the homonym Unix primitive. One difference is that h_kil 1 ( ) takes a list of
processes to be eliminated. Another is that all
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applications. The status of the process on the
network can be continuously monitored.

descendants of these processes are also always
removed (regardless of their status, signal handling, or location).

The h_]~in() primitive opens a new session,
while h_l~out() closes it (this primitive is also
called when the user enters the internal command
hexit in the HetNOS shell). If a process successfully executes h_]~ln(), then all HetNOS operations can be used by the process, as well as by its
local and remote children.

For process self-termination, HetNOS offers
the h_terminate() primitive. If a process terminates without calling h_termlnate(), the HetNOS
kemel detects this fact and takes all pertinent
actions to ensure proper process termination.

5. ENVIRONMENT

Currently, there are no sophisticated tools for
debugging in HetNOS. The monitoring of several
process executions in the "virtual machine" is
done with the hps command and automatic redirected output from created processes to hsh tty's.

HetNOS offers a simplified security scheme.
Unfortunately, such scheme must rely on the
security scheme of the native operating systems.
A user is able to access HetNOS services only
after a login procedure. New users are added to
the HetNOS system by the HetNOS system administrator.

6. RELATED WORK
Related work can be divided in two main
categories: (a) distributed languages; and (b)
distributed programming environments. An example of distributed language is
SR
(Synchronizing Resources), one of the best alternatives for distributed programming. There are
several examples of distributed programming
environments, such as CPS [RIN93], p4, and
PVM. The main purpose of these environments is
to exploit the computing power of idle workstations. Through the use of parailelism, it should be
possible to carry out high-performance computing.

The HetNOS login application is hl ogin, and
is executed through a virtual console (e.g,, a window of a native system graphical environment).
This application asks the user for a login and a
password. Then, this information is checked by
HetNOS. If the information is authentic, a new
session is opened. The user receives a greeting
message and an instance of the command interpreter, hsh, is started.
Users submit primarily HetNOS commands to
hsh, but can also run most Unix commands from
it. The interpreter offers several facilities, common to other shells, such as environment variables, aliases, command history, and background
execution. Some hsh commands are internal, like
hki 1l, hps and hsend, which are used to eliminate
processes, list existing processes, and send a
message to a process, respectively.

The SR language offers high-level mechanisms for the implementation of parallel algorithms. The basic element is the resource, which
is similar to a module on other languages. The
main advantage of SR over HetNOS is the paradigm of object oriented programming. The
specification of a resource defines what objects
can be exported and what objects can be imported
from other resources. The message exchanging
mechanisms (RPC and rendezvous) are easy to
use and can be considered another advantage of
SR.

Most communication primitives can be accessed by command line with hsh. Therefore,
users can interact with his or her processes by
sending and receiving messages from the command line, helping the debugging of distributed
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On the other hand, HetNOS offers a more
flexible distributed programming environment,
with better process control mechanisms. A user
does not have to define the location of objects, as
happens in SR. Another advantage is application
interaction. In HetNOS, different programs
(executables) can communicate with each other,
while in SR, interactions are restricted to tasks of
only one program. A typical example is the implementation of a server that should service applications from different users.
HetNOS can be compared to distributed programming support libraries, as p4 and PVM. p4
is a library of functions and macros originally
developed for parallel machines. Applications are
written in C or FORTRAN and structured in processes communicating via message passing. A
disadvantage of I)4 is that communication is restricted to the modules of the same program. It is
not possible for a program to send a message to
another different program. Another disadvantage
of p4 is the size of the executables (all files contain a copy of the communication system code).
HetNOS executables are smaller, as much of the
code resides in the distributed kernel (DCL),
which is shared by all processes.
PVM (Parallel Virtual Machine) is a library
supporting distributed programming for the C
and FORTRAN languages. The processes composing an application are scattered on the virtual
machine (set of machines treated as a single entity). On each node of this virtual machine there
is a remote daemon. These daemons control local
processes and communicate with other (remote)
daemons. Both HetNOS and PVM associate
unique global identifiers for each process. The
identifiers in PVM are integers (task id's), while
in HetNOS they are labels (strings). The name of
a HetNOS process may be chosen by the user,
while in PVM the numeric process identifier is
dynamically generated by the system (identifiers
cannot be determined at compiling time). PVM
process control is similar to that found in Het-

NOS, and includes operations such as: creating a
process location independently or in a specific
location, killing processes, listening active processes in the virtual machine, and even adding and
removing hosts from the virtual machine. PVM
defines the concept of process group, which is;
not available in HetNOS.
The PVM send primitive is asynchronous;
synchronous communication is simulated with a
send followed by a blocking receive. Much like
HetNOS, PVM has blocking and nonblocking
receive primitives, but does not have an asynchronous receive. HetNOS provides an additional
send primitive, the unbuffered asynchronous
send, which might be used, for instance, to distribute work load among a group of slave processes.
To compare the performance presented by the
discussed systems, we implemented the waves
algorithm [RAY90] for HetNOS, PVM, p4, and
SR. We experimentally measured the process
creation and the general IPC performance by
executing the waves application in grids of 2x2,
3x3 and 4x4 nodes, having one process per host.
The hardware configuration was an Ethemet network of Sun 4 workstations running SunOS
4.1.1. In general, the best performance was obtained running the PVM version of the application. p4, SR, and HetNOS presented similar performance on interprocess communication. Process creation was much more efficient in PVM and
HetNOS than p4 and SR. The reason is that PVM
and HetNOS use their own kernel to make process creation a local Unix operation in a remote
host, while SR and p4 use the Unix rexec()
service to create remote processes.

7. CONCLUSION
This paper describes the HetNOS basic design
principles and programming environment. The
main design aspects were discussed, specially
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those related to the distributed kernel. Particular
emphasis was put on topics like the modular and
distributed system organization, the global process naming scheme, and the location-transparent
interprocess communication paradigm.
HetNOS is a tool suitable for distributed programming in the Unix operating system environment using the C language. Applications are
divided into processes - which constitute the basic execution unit - that are executed over a distributed virtual machine. These processes, which
may not belong to the same application, communicate via high-level message passing primitives. Processes are identified by user chosen
names, instead of numerical values assigned by
the operating system. This allows users to assign
a name to a process even at compiling time.
HetNOS prototype implementation consists of
over 40,000 lines of C source code. The communication mechanism is presently based on the
BSD socket API. The prototype was originally
developed for Sun SPARC RISC platforms, but
has been ported to a few others, such as Sillicon
Graphics Indigo, HP Apollo and DEC 5000. The
distributed kemel here described has been fully
implemented to the SunOS with Sun/4 hardware,
and is being ported to other platforms. Regarding
the servers, there are fully functional versions of
the Name Server and Authorization Server, while
initial versions of the Type Server and File Server
are under development. All these modules will
have to be improved (to increase their overall
reliability and performance) before a stable version of HetNOS is released.
As future work, IPC performance should be
further improved, while new primitives should be
made available. In the global context, system
intemal organization is being changed to take real
advantage of the direct host-to-host communication that recently became available. In the local
context, we are considering the reimplementation

of the local message passing mechanism using
shared memory IPC.
Regarding the HetNOS environment, a
graphical interface is being designed. Its first part
will treat process management in a graphic manner. It will be made of two main windows: program manager (containing executable files) and
process manager (containing nodes of the virtual
machine with executing processes). Users will be
able to create processes by dragging executables
onto iconized nodes.
Finally, we plan several improvements in
HetNOS: (a) extend the process management
scheme to support signaling and process groups;
(b) add communication primitives similar to
those found in SR, with typed message passing;
and (e) add regular expression support to the
HetNOS naming scheme, allowing users to issue
commands
or
system
calls
such
as
" h k i l I slaves*".
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9. APPENDIX
As an example of HetNOS programming style, this appendix shows simplified skeletons of a client
and a c o n c u r r e n t server [STE90]. It is concurrent because each client request received is concurrently

handled by a child server created exclusively to satisfy the request. In the main loop, when a message is
received, the server creates a child and goes back to wait for another request. The server defines the name
of its child servers by joining its own name and the name of the client that requested the operation. Exemplifying, if the server is identified as "fooserv" and the client, as "foocl ient", the child server created
will be named "fooserv_foocl ient". It must be noted that it is the child server that responds to the client.
The only thing to comment about the client is that the receiving operation is not specific ("ANY"), because, as previously mentioned, the answer to service is not sent by the server, but by its child. This solution assumes that the client will not receive messages from any other processes, apart from the server,
after sending the request and receiving a reply. There are two alternatives if this condition cannot be kept:
(a) modify the server to make the parent server itself send the reply; (b) make the client know how the
server chooses the names of the child servers.

int
main()
{
char
int

/* CLIENT CODE*/

int
main()

{

msg[MAX_MSG_LEN],
sender[MAX_NAME_LEN];
request_code,
replycode;

h_init() ;
h'send_v("dum~ly server", ' ~ " ,
request code);
h__receive__v("ANY", '~Ls: %d", sender,
&repl Z_code) ;
"_termlnate();

/ * SERVERCODE* /

char msg[MAX_MSG_LEN],cl ient_name[MAX_NAME_LEN];
int request_code;
h_init();
nly_name = whois;/* ~IY global process name * /
while (TRUE) {
/* get new request from client and parse i t * /
h_receive("ANY", msg) ;
sscanf(msg,'~s: %d",cl i ent__name,&request__code);
/ * create concurrent server to service
request - name of the concurrent
server is taken from the combination
of server name and client name * /
i f (h_fork_v('~s_%s",nly_name,client_name)) {
/ * parent: do nothing - don't wait * /
} else {
/ * child: go servicing request * /
switch(request_code) {
j"
/* reply to client * /
h_sync_send(source, reply) ;
h__terminate();
/ * and die * /
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